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Summary 
MAG welding is commonly used among industries today, this work begins with an 
explanation of MAG welding and fatigue in the vicinity of cracks.  

Small imperfections at weld toes acts as crack initiations and decrease fatigue life. The 
distribution of these imperfections is a result of welding parameters and using these 
parameters unwisely may lead to cold laps and lower fatigue strength.  

In this work Tandem MAG welding is studied and used to produce T-joint specimens. 
To find the parameter window visual evaluation is done. The different parameters are 
changed in steps and when a visual inferior weld is obtained welding is interrupted and 
the parameter values are noted. In this way a parameter box is obtained which is used to 
produce a second experimental setup for continued work. 

The second experimental setup is generated by divide each axis of the parameter box 
into sub steps which are mixed. 

Studies are also made if blasting has any effects of the distribution of cold laps 
(imperfections). The study could not reveal any remarking differences. 

The impact test is evaluated and suggestions how to modify this test is done.  
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1 Introduction 
In this chapter background, aims, goal and delimitations are described. 

1.1 Background 
It is well documented that the local weld geometry and different type of imperfections 
strongly influence the fatigue strength. A high quality weld has a smooth geometry and 
small or none defects and hence higher fatigue stress than a lower quality weld. [1] 

Small imperfections at weld toes acts like crack initiations and strongly influence the 
fatigue strength. These small imperfections are named cold laps which are defined as 
outer lack of fusion. In previous studies, made by Majid Sohi, cold laps were 
categorised in two different types namely overlap and spatter. [2] 

The formation and distribution of flaws such as cold laps is a consequent result of 
welding parameters. Using the parameters unwisely may lead to cold laps and lower 
fatigue strength. 

1.2 Aims and Goal 
The goal for this study is to find the process window for welding parameters and design 
a second experiment to find the functions within the selected parameters. 

Furthermore study if blasting after welding has any influence on size or distribution of 
cold laps. 

1.3 Delimitations 
The welding method that is used is Tandem MAG welding  

In this investigation of welding parameters will four parameters be varied all others will 
be constant. The parameters are: 

• WFS1/ (WFS1+WFS2) 

• (U1+ U2)/2 

• U1/(U1+U2) 

• Electrode type  

• Weld speed  

1.4 Approach 
Tandem MAG welding with different parameters is used to produce t-shaped 
specimens. These are welded in best position (horizontal). Meanwhile the process will 
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be carefully monitored and the variables registered. The produced specimens will be 
sliced into sub specimens. In order to evaluate the quality of the weld and measurements 
of size of defects a destructive method developed in previous studies by Majid Sohi [A] 
will be used. Then, the fracture surface will be observed by light and/or scanning 
electron microscope. The dimension and shape of these defects will be correlated to the 
welding parameters. Modified weld parameters which leads to welds with less amount 
of defects will then be found 

2 Gas metal arc weding 
To learn and understand the welding process this work stared with some literature 
studies [3, 4] which the text in this chapter comes from if nothing else is specified.  

When welding many positions are available in figure 2.1 are four of them illustrated and 

 

Figure 2.1:Different welding positions picture from[4] 

The best position is the flat position illustrated at the left in figure 2.1. 

Weld dimensions ,see figure 2.1 [5] 

• a, height of the largest isosceles triangle that can be inscribed in the section. 

• s, throat thickness, indication of depth penetration. 

 

Figure2.2: Explanation over weld dimensions 

a 

s 
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Gas metal arc welding is one of the most commonly used welding methods. It is divided 
in MIG and MAG welding. The difference between the methods is that in MIG welding 
an inert gas is used and in MAG welding a gas that somehow can react with the weld 
pool is used. The principles of GMAW are that the heat of an arc between a 
continuously fed consumable electrode and the work to be welded is used. The heat of 
the arc melts the surface of the base material and the end of the electrode. The metal 
melted of the electrode is transferred across the arc to the molten pool where it is 
deposited and upon solidification becomes the deposited weld metal. Good quality 
welding and high productivity welding depend on two major factors the penetration of 
the weld into the base material and the melt off rate of the electrode.  

2.1 The electric arc 
The necessary thermal energy is produced with an electrical arc. This arc is a primary 
prerequisite for all GMAW. It consists of plasma which is created when a gas is 
powerfully heated. The arc is an electrical discharge between two electrodes (cathode 
and anode) in the plasma. The current is maintained by the electrons being drawn 
towards the anode. The electrons are accelerated in the electrical field and when they 
collide with atoms ions are released and the electrical conductivity is maintained. The 
intense light in a welding arc depends on less powerful collisions where the atom is 
excited (an electron is lifted to a higher energy level) and when the electron is falling 
back energy is released in form of a photon. 

The potential gradient along the axis of the arc is not uniform. Three voltage regions are 
known as the anode drop, the arc column or plasma drop, and the cathode drop. The 
total voltage potential in the arc is the sum of these three potential drop regions. The 
theoretical arc heat available is governed by these tree regions. In the total arc region 
there is another potential drop, known as the resistance drop. This is the resistance to 
current flow though the electrode extension or stick out. This represents a fairly large 
drop based on the welding current, the diameter of the electrode and the electrode 
composition.  

In all consumable electrode arc welding processes a stable arc is required for successful 
operation. A stable sustained metallic arc is obtained only when the melting rate of the 
electrode is equal to the feed rate of the electrode into the arc. 

2.1.1 The arc atmosphere 

In MIG/MAG welding a shielding gas is used. One of the most important properties is 
to protect the molten metal from the oxygen in the air. The characteristics of welding 
are affected by the shielding gas when it comes to penetration in base material and weld 
geometry. The arc atmosphere affects arc voltage. With a higher arc voltage based on 
the shielding atmosphere a hotter arc will result. This increases the thermal energy in 
the arc, which will slightly increase the melt-off rate of the electrode 
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2.1.2 Forces in the arc 

Forces in the arc contribute to control of the metal transfer across the arc. Most 
important are the electromagnetic forces and surface tension. The droplet melted from 
the electrode is affected by electromagnetic forces. How these forses affect the droplet 
depends on the relationship between the electrode diameter and the wideness of the arc. 
The arc gets a bell formed shape beacause that the electrode is narrow and the work 
piece is wide. There is a pressure difference in the arc, where the pressure is higher near 
the tip of the electrode. This pressure difference drives a plasma stream from the 
electrode towards the workpiece and new gas is drawn in to the upper part of the 
electrode. The plasma stream creates a crater in the weld pool. 

2.2 The weld pool and penetration in the base material 
The depth of the molten pool in the workpiece depends on several factors. Most 
important is the heating and the energy density. If the energy density is to low the heat 
is conducted away to fast. With higher current density the pressure of the arc creates a 
crater that improves the penetration in the base material. If the penetration is too deep, 
the arc will burn through the thinner material and reduce the quality of the weld. 

Other factors also affect the penetration in the base material. Turbulence in the molten 
pool helps transfer heat from the arc down to the unmolten base material. The electrical 
current in the weld pool is diverging to create downwards forces which in turn give a 
material flow by pushing heated molten metal deeper down in the weld pool.  

The width of the molten pool is also based on many factors, but the primary one is 
travel speed. If the molten pool is too large, particularly when welding in other than flat 
position the molten metal will run out and create welding problems. 

2.3 Metal transfer  
The electric arc has two important functions when using a welding method with a 
consumable electrode. 

• Melt the edges of the joint 

• Transfer material from  the electrode to the molten pool 

The metal being transferred ranges from small droplets, smaller than the diameter of the 
electrode, to droplets much larger in diameter than the electrode. The mechanism of 
transferring liquid metal across the gap is controlled by surface tension, the plasma jet, 
gravity, and electromagnetic force, which provides the pinch effect. It is a combination 
of these forces that acts on the molten droplet and determines the transfer mode. 

Surface tension of a liquid causes the surface of the liquid to contract to the smalles 
possible area. Surface tension tends to hold the liquid drops on the end of a melting 
electrode without regard to welding position.  This force works against transfer of metal 
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across the arc. It also helps keep molten metal in the weld pool when welding overhead 
or vertical positions. 

The mode of the metal transfer across the arc is related to the welding process; the metal 
involved; the arc atmosphere; the size, type and polarity of the electrode, the 
characteristics of the power source; the welding position and the welding current, and 
heat input. 

Gravity has a noticeable effect at low welding currents. The difference between the 
mass of the molten metal and the mass of the workpiece has also a gravitational effect 
which tends to pull the droplet to the larger mass the workpiece.  

An arc between to electrodes will not deposit any metal in either one. 

Metal transfer can be defined as free –flight transfer mode, which includes spray and 
globular transfer, or as contact atmosphere mode, which includes short circuit transfer. 
The most common way to classify metal transfer is according to size and frequency and 
characteristics of the metal drops being transferred. There are four major types of metal 
transfer 

1. Spray transfer 

2. Globular transfer 

3. Short circuit transfer 

4. Pulsed metal spray transfer. 

2.3.1 Spray transfer 

Spray transfer is a very smooth mode of transfer of molten metal droplets from the end 
of the electrode to the molten weld pool. The droplets crossing the arc are smaller than 
the diameter of the electrode. It occurs at relatively high current density and there is a 
minimum current level for each electrode size. As the current increases, the drop size 
decreases and the frequency of drops increase. The drops have an axial flow, which 
means that they follow the centreline of the electrode and travel directly to the weld 
pool. The arc is very smooth, stable and stiff and the weld bead has a nice appearance 
and a good wash into the sides. With spray transfer, the deposition rate and efficiency is 
relatively high. 

As current is increased beyond axial spray transfer range the line of the molten drops 
begins to rotate rapidly about the axis of the electrode still leaving from the tip of the 
electrodes. As current increases further, the diameter of the rotation increases and 
spatter increases. This is known as rotational spray transfer. The solution is to use a 
larger diameter electrode or decrease the current. 
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2.3.2 Gloubular transfer 

There are several variations of globular transfer, one is known as drop transfer where 
gravity is the dominant force, one known as the repelled transfer, where forces due to 
the plasma jet occur even though gravity force is a factor. 

The cathode jet is involved and the electrode is positive (anode). The cathode jet 
originates from the workpeice (cathode) and actually supports the molten drop of metal 
at the tip of the electrode. The molten globule can grow in size until its diameter reaches 
1½ to 3 times the diameter of the electrode, due to this repelling force. When the 
globule grows on the tip of the electrode, it takes unusual shapes and moves around the 
tip of the electrode. It separates from the electrode and is transferred across the arc by 
electromagnetic and gravity forces. The globule transfers across the arc in an irregular 
path. It changes its irregular shape during flight and sometimes has a rotating motion. 

In globular transfer mode the drop splashes into the weld pool and produces much more 
spatter than spray transfer mode. The resulting welding deposit is not as smooth as that 
produced by spray transfer mode. 

2.3.3 Short-circuiting transfer 

The short-circuiting transfer is also called short arc and dip transfer. The mechanism of 
short-circuiting transfer is as follows: The molten tip of the electrode is supported by the 
cathode jet and may grow to 1½ times the diameter of the electrode. The electrode is 
feeding at such a high relative rate of speed that the molten tip will periodically come in 
contact with the molten weld pool. This is a short circuit that creates a bridge across the 
gap between the electrode and the molten pool and the arc is extinguished. Molten metal 
is transferred from the electrode by the surface tension of the weld pool, which draws 
the molten metal of the electrode tip into the molten weld pool. The electrode will then 
separate from the weld pool and �omponent�io an arc. The short-circuiting mode of 
metal transfer will sometimes cause cold lap defects in the weld and may create 
undercutting if proper technique is not employed. There is a small amount of spatter 
involved; however the weld pool is relatively small and easily controlled. 

2.3.4 Pulsed-spray metal transfer 

This technique produces droplets of approximately the same or smaller size than the 
electrode diameter. The mechanism of pulsed metal spray transfer is based on a special 
pulsed waveform of the welding current. The pulsed spray mode allows the use of larger 
diameter electrode wire. It allows welding of thin material in all positions. The pulsed-
spray metal transfer mode gives spray transfer characteristics at much lower average 
current. This reduces the penetration and the size of the molten weld pool and allows 
puddle control. 
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2.4 Electrodes  
There are many types of materials when making welds. These welding materials are 
generally categorized under the term filler materials, defined as “the metal to be added 
in making a welded joint”. The filler metals are used or consumed and become a part of 
the finished weld. Filler metals can be classified into four basic categories these are 

1. Covered electrodes 

2. solid (bare) electrodes 

3. Fabricated (tubular or cord) electrode wire 

4. Fluxed for welding 

The electrode is continuous and is normally delivered on a coil. The diameter are varied 
from 0,6 - 2,4 mm. Important factors of the electrode are its composition and 
cleanliness. These factors have a big influence on the welds attribute and quality. 

Metal cord electrodes are composite tubular filler metal electrodes consisting of a metal 
sheath and a core of various powdered materials producing no more than slag islands of 
the face of the weld bead. They provide high deposition rates and normally have 
transfer spray mode. Different cross-sectionals are available two of them are shown 
below. 

 

Figure 2.3: At the left side sheath edge to edge at the right side sheath edges overlaps 

 

2.5 Tandem MIG/MAG welding 
The GMAW process utilizes the heat of an arc between a continuously fed electrode and 
the work to be welded. The heat of the arc melts the surface of the base metal and the 
end of the electrode the metal melted of the electrode is transferred across the arc to the 
molten weld pool. The molten weld metal must be properly controlled to provide a high 
quality weld. Shielding of the molten pool and the surrounding area is provided by an 
envelope of gas fed through the nozzle. The difference between MIG and MAG is that 
in MIG welding an inert gas is used and MAG uses an active gas. The MAG gas, active 
or a mixture of an active and inert gas, surrounds the area to protect it from 
contamination from the atmosphere. 

The electrode is fed into the arc automatically, usually from a coil of wire. The arc is 
maintained automatically and travel and guidance can be handled manually or 
automatically.  
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Tandem MIG/MAG welding is a high productivity variation of the MIG/MAG process 
where two wires are welded at the same time in the same weld pool. In Tandem MAG 
welding each wire is individually connected to a power source and wire feeder. With 
this composition parameters (electrode, voltage, WFS etc) for each wire can be set 
individually. The angle for each contact tube can be set individually [6]. 

3 Fatigue in the vicinity of cracks 
In welding the weld toe with a fillet weld creates a zone for stress concentration. The 
presence of a micro crack, e. g. cold lap, in the vicinity of a fillet weld may weaken it so 
that it fails by fracturing. The most notable effect of a hole is its influence in the stress. 

If examined along the x axis stress rises sharply near the hole and has a maximum at the 
edge of the hole se fig. 3.1. 

 

Figure 3.1: Analogy over stresses in a component 

If the load applied to a member containing at crack is too high the crack may suddenly 
grow and cause the member to fail by fracturing in a brittle manner. From the theory of 
fracture mechanism, a quantity called the stress intensity factor, Ki, can be defined that 
characterizes the severity of the crack situation as affected by crack size, stress and 
geometry [7].  

3.1 Stress concentration 
Consider a plate with a circular hole, fig 3.2, as an affect of the hole the stress at point B 
and D is three times larger than σx and we write the stress concentration factor Kt as 
Kt=3. The stress at A and C is -σx this is important for example if a new additional load 
is applied perpendicular to σx (σy) then the stress at B and D becomes 3σx-σy and vice 
versa [8].  

x 

S

S
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Figure 3.2: Stress concentration at the edge of a hole 

 

If the hole is elliptical as in fig 3.3 and exposed to stress in the y direction the stress 
concentration factor is  

b
aKt

21+=   

The stress at point B is the same as in previous case -σy. 

 

Figure 3.3 

 

An approximate equation is also possible  

ρ
aKt 21+≅  

Here ρ is the radius at point A. The measurement a is either half the length of the hole, 
or the depth of the hole se fig 3.4. 

 

σx σx 
Α

B
C D

3σx 

σy

σy

Α
B

a a

b 
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Figure 3.4 

3.2 Stress intensity 
Cracks can be considered as an extremely thin ellipse with a sharp end where radius ρ is 
zero (fig. 3.5). Since the radius ρ is zero the stress at the tip of the hole becomes 
unbounded [8]. Because of this it is not suitable to use the maximum stresses at the tip 
as stress concentration. The stress concentration at the crack tip is rising towards infinity 
at the crack tip. To assess the severity of a crack the stress intensity Ki is used. 

 

Figure 3.5: Half of an extremely thin elliptical hole (crack) 

In general terms Ki characterizes the magnitude (intensity) of the stresses in the vicinity 
of an ideally sharp crack tip in a linear and isotropic material. For example consider a 
crack in the centre of a wide plate of stressed material as illustrated in fig. 3.6. In this 
case Ki depends on remotely applied stress σ and the crack length, a, measured from the 
centre line as shown gives us  

σy

σy

a

σy

σy

a

ρ 
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 aKi ∗= πσ   (a<<b) 
However, if the crack is relatively long this equation need to be modified and a factor is 
added to account different geometries  

aFKi ∗∗= πσ .  

The quantity F is a function of the ratio a/b [7].  

 

Figure 3.6 

 

Stress intensity is also used to calculate the severity of different types of cracks in 
welds. 

4 Previous studies in fatigue in welds 
The weld process physics like weld arc shape; metal transfer; convection in the weld 
pool and workpiece; and solidification are all influenced by the selection of weld 
parameters, which affects the result of the weld. 

The local weld geometry together with flaws in the weld may form fatigue cracks 
during cyclic loading. Furthermore weld quality variations may cause a scatter in 
fatigue life. Earlier investigations showed that 80% of all discovered weld defect were 
cold laps [1]. Cold laps acts as crack initiations and decrease the fatigue life of a 
member. The study made by J. Martinsson [1] shows that the weld data affects the weld 
geometry and the size of cold laps. Martinsson suggested as further work to investigate 
other combination of weld data, Majid Sohi made some further investigations. 

In these studies Majid Sohi [2] cold laps were categorized and welding parameters 
influence of cold laps formation were investigated. In this study 5 welding parameters 
were varied type of electrode, wire feed speed, torch angle, arc length and contact tube 
to work distance. Two variables were kept constant surface quality and weld position 
since they have been proved to be influential on cold laps formation in earlier studies. 
The results form this study shows that increasing the wire feed speed leads to higher 

σy

σy

a

b
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current and higher heat, which in turn produces welds with lower amount of cold laps. 
Majid also present another important parameter, electrode type, using a cored trailing 
electrode in general leads to higher amount of cold laps and lower undercuts. 

In order to further evaluate the influence of electrode type this work will vary the 
leading electrode. Previous work shows that increased wire feed speed leads to welds 
with lower amount of cold laps when WFS1is equal to WFS2. Upon this fact it may be 
interesting to evaluate if it makes any difference if WFS1 is increased or decreased 
keeping WFS1+WFS2 constant. Some experiments changing voltage is done by 
Martinsson [1] however it may be useful to evaluate the influence of voltage further. It 
may also be interesting to evaluate weld speed further. 

5 Experiment and evaluation 
The problem is to find the parameter window, to find the window for the parameters the 
process will begin with weld test series in two steps. The first step is to find the 
parameter window in which the parameters can be varied. In the second step the 
parameters will be varied within the parameter window. In order to evaluate the 
parameters of interest weld speed will just have two values and the electrode 
combination will be cored solid and solid solid. The weld structure will be t-jointed and 
flat welding position will be used. The sizes of the plates that will form this t-structure 
are approximately 600*70 mm and 600*50 mm with thickness 8 mm and in the material 
DOMEX 355 M. 

The angle between the electrodes is fixed to 10° with the electrode distance 12 mm 
according to the gas nozzle used by Volvo Arvika today. 

In order to obtain a weld with the approximately a-dimension 5 mm WFS/WS ratio will 
be constant. Other constant parameters are the shielding gas, akral 21, with a constant 
gas flow of 20-25 l/min. The angle towards the workpiece is constant, 90° from the 
leading electrode. The electrode diameter is 1,2 mm. CTWD will be fixed to 20 mm.  

5.1 First experiment series 

5.1.1 Preliminary plan 

In the first experiment series there was three steps shown in table 5.1, with the para-
meters varied as listed in table 5.2 

Table 5.1 Preliminary test outline 

no 
weld speed  
(m/s) 

electrode  
combination 

1 0,8 Cored-Solid 
2 1,2 Cored-Solid 
3 0,8 Solid-Solid 
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Table 5.2 Preliminary parameter variations for first test series. 

Parameter Restrictions 

(U1+U2)/2 (U1=U2) 

U1/(U1+U2) (U1≠U2) 

WFS1/(WFS1+WFS2) (WFS1≠WFS2) 

 

These parameters are chosen since it is those which govern the welding The aim of this 
experiment is to find the boundaries for the parameter window. The method is to vary 
each of the parameters until the welding process does not work. After variation of each 
parameter in this experiment the result shall be inferior. With this method the parameter 
window is found and further refinement of experiment design can be done. The initial 
experiment setup is provided in appendix A. During welding some parameters will be 
measured these are arc length, electrode stickout and welding current, furthermore metal 
transfer mode is observed. These measurements and observations may provide 
important information to further experiments.  

5.1.2 Actual experiments 

Due to delivery problems of the weld equipment to Trollhättan, the first experiment 
series was transferred to VCE in Arvika. Since the experiment was transferred some 
modifications to the experimental setup was necessary. The changes that were made 
was that electrode combination only would be solid solid with the weld speed  
1,1 m/min and the gas flow-rate 20 l/min. The initial values for the parameters of 
interest also had to be changed, here the values from VCE Arvika’s best practice was 
used. In Arvika is IGM Robot used with the two power sources namely Lincoln Power 
wave Robotic interface, these were also used in the first experimental setup. The robotic 
system in Arvika uses percentage values for the parameters that will be changed. These 
parameters and correlated parameter with the initial values are shown in table 5.3.  

Table 5.3: Robot control parameters and measured values in first test series 

Robot parameter Actual parameter Robot value Actual value  

Weld arc correction1 Voltage1 3.50% 630 IPM 

Effect1 WFS1 50% 32,9 V 

Weld arc correction2 Voltage2 5% 513 IPM 

Effect2 WFS2 40% 32,8 V 

 

In order to change the parameters in table 5.2 the percentage value for each parameter in 
table 5.3 is set individually. When the experiments is preformed this way it is possible 
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to leave the synergy line, which means that WFS can be changed without being 
followed by voltage. In practice it gives a possibility to obtain an inferior weld. The 
experiment was performed in tree steps and the percentage values were changed in pairs  

• In trial 1 effect 1 and 2 (WFS) was changed in 2% steps keeping the total WFS 
constant, first towards trailing electrode and then towards leading electrode.  

• In trial 2 weld arc correction 1 and 2 (voltage) was changed in 2% steps, same 
direction, first decreasing and then decreasing.  

• In trial 3 weld arc correction (voltage) was changed in 2% steps keeping total 
voltage constant, first towards trailing electrode and then towards leading 
electrode. 

5.1.3 Evaluation of first sets of experiments 

During welding, visual control is done for each step in the trials. During every step in 
the trials WFS, Voltage and current is noted. After each step in a trial, when the weld is 
judged inferior, the varied welding parameter is not further changed and the actual 
parameter values are noted. In this way the boundaries for each parameter is obtained.  

During all the trials observation of metal transfer was performed, and it was strong 
spray transfer throughout the trials. These observations were made by Stanislaw Zbieg. 

The measured result is provided in appendix B, the value for WFS is also calculated 
from IPM to m/min.  

6 Second experiment series suggestion 
Welding will be preformed with the a-dimension approximately constant. The welding 
parameters are here varied in the parameter window found in previous experiment. This 
testing will be three dimensional according to the three windows that were found in the 
first experiments. Since the relationship between these three parameters is unknown a 
first step will be performed to find the function. This first step will be coarse in order to 
find the function within the three parameters. When this function is found further 
experiments can be performed at the interesting parts in the parameter box.  

6.1.1 Design of experiment 

Each parameter in table 5.2 is divided into 5 sub steps within the parameter window 
found in the first experiment. The limit values are provided in appendix C. The size of 
the sub steps for the parameters is calculated by taking the difference from each limit 
parameter value. Then this value is divided with 4, which gives 5 sub steps for every 
parameter. These sub steps are listed in table 6.1. 
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Table 6.1 Suggested test values in second test series 

WFS1/(WFS1+WFS2) U1/(U1+U2) (U1+U2)/2
0,3 0,4 30

0,45 0,45 31,4
0,6 0,5 32,8

0,75 0,55 34,2
0,9 0,6 35,6

 

When the sub steps are calculated the result was entered in Excel and a macro were 
written, and connected to a button, to mix all the parameters with each other. This will 
result in the whole experimental setup with a total of 125 experiments (5*5*5). The 
experimental setup is provided in appendix D. The ratio values for WFS and U has to be 
explained. These values are calculated to get the exact value for both leading and 
trailing electrode according to the equations in appendix E and the results are listed in 
table 6.2 and 6.3. 

Table 6.2 Suggested wire feed speeds for the second test series 

 m/min 
WFS1/(WFS1+WFS2) WFS1 WFS2 

0,30 8,70 20,30
0,45 13,05 15,95
0,60 17,40 11,60
0,75 21,75 7,25
0,90 26,10 2,90

 

Table 6.3 Suggested voltage variations for the second test series at nominal average voltage 

 Volt 
U1/(U1+U2) U1 U2 

0,40 26,28 39,42
0,45 29,57 36,14
0,50 32,85 32,85
0,55 36,14 29,57
0,60 39,42 26,28

 

These tables are used as an aid for determining the parameters in the experimental 
setup. In this way the macro written in Excel can be used if there need to be any 
changes or if one or several parts of the parameter widow are to be evaluated further. It 
also gives a possibility to change the parameters that are of interest. The macro in Excel 
is written in such a way that it allows the user to increase or decrease the number of sub 
steps or change to just two parameters if it is needed. The written macro and is provided 
in appendix F. A small manual is also written (appendix G) to ease the usage of the 
macro. 
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6.1.2 Evaluation of second sets of experiments 

The specimens produced in the second experiment series are cut in sub specimens that 
will fit the impact test machine. This destructive method makes it possible to investigate 
toe imperfections along the weld. This destructive method was developed in previous 
work by Majid Sohi [A]. In this method the sub specimens are first placed in liquid 
nitrogen in 10 minutes. Then they are put into the impact test machine, the principle is 
shown in figure 5.1, being hit with its pendulum tip.  

 

Figure 6.1: basics of the impact test  

7 Experiments Braås 
Volvo in Braås wants to compare if it makes any difference in the appearance of cold 
laps if the weld is blasted after welding. In order to evaluate this theory 2 T-joints were 
welded according to figure 7.1 with the length 600 mm. One of these was blasted after 
welding. These T-joints were the cut into sub specimens with a precision saw thickness 
10 mm. Then the impact test described in chap.6.2.1 was performed and longitudal 
evaluations in electron light microscope were done at ESAB in Gothenborg. During the 
test energy was measured the results are listed in table 7.1 
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Table 7.1  Measured impact energies  

Unblasted 1 40 Joule 

Unblasted 2 94 Joule 

Unblasted 3 130 Joule 

Blasted 1 17 Joule 

Blasted 2 12 Joule 

Blasted 3 14 Joule 

 

The punch from the impact test machine hit approximately behind one of the welds A 
and the piece broke into three parts, one fracture surface was the weld being hit, the 
other fracture surface was between the welds B in figure 7.1. 

Figure 7.1: Dimensions of the T-joint 

When the specimens were evaluated after the impact test no cold laps could be found on 
either the blasted or unblasted specimens that were evaluated and no conclusions from 
this test can be done. Figure 7.1 are pictures from the light microscope of the weld toe.  

8 

8

70 

50 

A 

B 
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Figure 7.2: At left picture of weld toe of an unblasted weld, at right picture of weld toe of a weld that has 
been blasted after welding 

However there were two kinds of fractures, in the weld the toe the fracture were tough 
and the rest of the weld was fractured in a brittle manner. This may depend on where the 
punch hit. Further tests and evaluations need to be done. 

8 Discussion and conclusions 
When the experiment for the parameter box was performed just visual control was done. 
How well the welds fulfil the ISO standard 5817 is unknown since the welds have not 
been cut up and evaluated further. The experiments were done in order to find the 
parameter window for each of the selected parameter. When varying (U1+U2)/2 the 
parameter range were quite narrow, but it did not seem to matter where the most of the 
voltage were applied. Furthermore the WFS1/(WFS1+WFS2) parameter had wide 
tolerances.  

The previous developed method was developed for welds made as bead on plate. It is 
important to have a quick procedure from the liquid nitrogen to the actual hit by the 
pendulum of the impact test machine. 

When using a T-joint the specimen will tip over and some modifications are needed. To 
prevent the T-joint from tipping over a magnet is used to keep the specimen in the 
correct position. Furthermore it is important that the impact test machine hits the 
specimen precisely behind the weld toe see figure 8.1. Adjust the impact test machine 
with a room tempered specimen in order to get every specimen in the precise position. 
In this way the handling of the cold specimen from the liquid nitrogen to the actual test 
is shortened. Further it is important to mark the specimens and the weld to be hit 
carefully, to shorten the time between the liquid nitrogen and the actual hit even more. 
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Figure 8.1: Figure of where the punch from the impact test machine shall hit, see the arrow. 

9 Further work 
According to Stanislaw Zbieg cord electrode increases the penetration it may be 
interesting to examine which influence a cord leading electrode has on the formation of 
cold laps. 

Further evaluations of whether the blasting process after welding can decrease the 
number or size of cold laps.  
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Appendix B:1 

A Experimental setup series 1 
 
 A Series  WS = 0,8 leding cord 1,2 mm  
      
  U1+U2/2 U1/(U1+U2) WFS1/(WFS1+WFS2) längd Comment 
A 1 + 0 0 110 increase from normal 
A 2 - 0 0 110 decrease from normal 
A 3 0 + 0 110 increase leading 
A 4 0 - 0 110 decrease leading 
A 5 0 0 + 110 increase leading 
A 6 0 0 - 110 decrease leading 
      
      
 B Series WS = 1,8 leding cord 1,2 mm  
   variations with leading from results in A series 
  U1+U2/2 U1/(U1+U2) WFS1/(WFS1+WFS2) längd Comment 
B 1 + 0 0 110 increase from normal 
B 2 - 0 0 110 decrease from normal 
B 3 0 + 0 110 increase leading 
B 4 0 - 0 110 decrease leading 
B 5 0 0 + 110 increase leading 
B 6 0 0 - 110 decrease leading 
      
      
 B Series WS = 1,8 leding solid 1,2 mm  
   variations with leading from results in A and B series 
  U1+U2/2 U1/(U1+U2) WFS1/(WFS1+WFS2) Dist Comment 
C 1 + 0 0 110 increase from normal 
C 2 - 0 0 110 decrease from normal 
C 3 0 + 0 110 increase leading 
C 4 0 - 0 110 decrease leading 
C 5 0 0 + 110 increase leading 
C 6 0 0 - 110 decrease leading 
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Other welding parameters    
  Candido Möte Majid 
Trail electrode     solid 
tråd diameter     1,2
shieldingas dagens akral 21   
electrode distance dagens 20 mm   
WFS/WS     const 22.1(a≈5) 
CTWD     20(-25) mm 
elektrod angle dagens 10°   

gas flow     20(-25) l/min 
    
    
    
    
Measured parameters     
arc lenght      
electrode stickout     
current     
    
Observe metal transfer mode    

    
Initial values for changed parameters    
parameter normal ws  
U1 32V 0,8 o 1,2  
U2 32V 0,8 o 1,2  
WFS1 8,8 0,8  
WFS2 8,8 0,8  
WFS1 13,2 1,2  
WFS2 13,2 1,2  
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B Experiment series 1 results 
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C Limit values for 2:nd experiment setup  
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D 2:nd experimental setup 
 WFS1/(WFS1+WFS2) U1/(U1+U2) (U1+U2)/2

1 0,3 0,4 30
2 0,3 0,4 31,4
3 0,3 0,4 32,8
4 0,3 0,4 34,2
5 0,3 0,4 35,6
6 0,3 0,45 30
7 0,3 0,45 31,4
8 0,3 0,45 32,8
9 0,3 0,45 34,2

10 0,3 0,45 35,6
11 0,3 0,5 30
12 0,3 0,5 31,4
13 0,3 0,5 32,8
14 0,3 0,5 34,2
15 0,3 0,5 35,6
16 0,3 0,55 30
17 0,3 0,55 31,4
18 0,3 0,55 32,8
19 0,3 0,55 34,2
20 0,3 0,55 35,6
21 0,3 0,6 30
22 0,3 0,6 31,4
23 0,3 0,6 32,8
24 0,3 0,6 34,2
25 0,3 0,6 35,6
26 0,45 0,4 30
27 0,45 0,4 31,4
28 0,45 0,4 32,8
29 0,45 0,4 34,2
30 0,45 0,4 35,6
31 0,45 0,45 30
32 0,45 0,45 31,4
33 0,45 0,45 32,8
34 0,45 0,45 34,2
35 0,45 0,45 35,6
36 0,45 0,5 30
37 0,45 0,5 31,4
38 0,45 0,5 32,8
39 0,45 0,5 34,2
40 0,45 0,5 35,6
41 0,45 0,55 30
42 0,45 0,55 31,4
43 0,45 0,55 32,8
44 0,45 0,55 34,2
45 0,45 0,55 35,6
46 0,45 0,6 30
47 0,45 0,6 31,4
48 0,45 0,6 32,8
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49 0,45 0,6 34,2
50 0,45 0,6 35,6
51 0,6 0,4 30
52 0,6 0,4 31,4
53 0,6 0,4 32,8
54 0,6 0,4 34,2
55 0,6 0,4 35,6
56 0,6 0,45 30
57 0,6 0,45 31,4
58 0,6 0,45 32,8
59 0,6 0,45 34,2
60 0,6 0,45 35,6
61 0,6 0,5 30
62 0,6 0,5 31,4
63 0,6 0,5 32,8
64 0,6 0,5 34,2
65 0,6 0,5 35,6
66 0,6 0,55 30
67 0,6 0,55 31,4
68 0,6 0,55 32,8
69 0,6 0,55 34,2
70 0,6 0,55 35,6
71 0,6 0,6 30
72 0,6 0,6 31,4
73 0,6 0,6 32,8
74 0,6 0,6 34,2
75 0,6 0,6 35,6
76 0,75 0,4 30
77 0,75 0,4 31,4
78 0,75 0,4 32,8
79 0,75 0,4 34,2
80 0,75 0,4 35,6
81 0,75 0,45 30
82 0,75 0,45 31,4
83 0,75 0,45 32,8
84 0,75 0,45 34,2
85 0,75 0,45 35,6
86 0,75 0,5 30
87 0,75 0,5 31,4
88 0,75 0,5 32,8
89 0,75 0,5 34,2
90 0,75 0,5 35,6
91 0,75 0,55 30
92 0,75 0,55 31,4
93 0,75 0,55 32,8
94 0,75 0,55 34,2
95 0,75 0,55 35,6
96 0,75 0,6 30
97 0,75 0,6 31,4
98 0,75 0,6 32,8
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99 0,75 0,6 34,2
100 0,75 0,6 35,6
101 0,9 0,4 30
102 0,9 0,4 31,4
103 0,9 0,4 32,8
104 0,9 0,4 34,2
105 0,9 0,4 35,6
106 0,9 0,45 30
107 0,9 0,45 31,4
108 0,9 0,45 32,8
109 0,9 0,45 34,2
110 0,9 0,45 35,6
111 0,9 0,5 30
112 0,9 0,5 31,4
113 0,9 0,5 32,8
114 0,9 0,5 34,2
115 0,9 0,5 35,6
116 0,9 0,55 30
117 0,9 0,55 31,4
118 0,9 0,55 32,8
119 0,9 0,55 34,2
120 0,9 0,55 35,6
121 0,9 0,6 30
122 0,9 0,6 31,4
123 0,9 0,6 32,8
124 0,9 0,6 34,2
125 0,9 0,6 35,6
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E Equations  
Equations used to calculate actual values for WFS and U. 

Calculate WFS 

For WFS equations Ratio is known 

Ratio
WFSWFS

WFS
=

+ 21

1

 equation 1 

2921 =+WFSWFS  ⇒ 

12 29 WFSWFS −=  equation 2 

Equation 2 in 1 

Ratio
WFSWFS

WFS
=

−+ 11

1

29   ⇒ 

29*1 RatioWFS =  equation 3 

Result from equation 3 is used in equation 2 to calculate WFS2 

 

Calculate U 

For U Ratio is known 

Ratio
UU

U
=

+ 21

1

 equation 4 

7,6521 =+UU  ⇒ 

12 7,65 UU −=  equation 5 

Equation 5 in 4 

Ratio
UU

U
=

−+ 11

1

7,65
 ⇒ 

29*1 RatioU =  equation 6 

Result from equation 6 is used in equation 5 to calculate U2 
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F Excel macro 
Sub SkapaExperimentplan() 

 

ActiveSheet.Range("J4:L5000").ClearContents 

Dim x, y, z, out As Integer 

out = 4 

x = 4 

Do While Cells(x, 2) <> "" 

 y = 4 

 Do While Cells(y, 3) <> "" 

  z = 4 

  Do While Cells(z, 4) <> "" 

   Cells(out, 9) = out - 3 

   Cells(out, 10) = Cells(x, 2) 

   Cells(out, 11) = Cells(y, 3) 

   Cells(out, 12) = Cells(z, 4) 

   out = out + 1 

  z = z + 1 

  Loop 

 y = y + 1 

 Loop 

x = x + 1 

Loop 

 

End Sub 
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G Manual 
How to use the macro and create experimental setups 

This macro produces experimental setups where each sub step for every parameter is 
mixed with each other. This means if the three parameters each have 3 sub steps it will 
generate 3*3*3= 27 as a total of experiments. 

In this macro you can use one, two or three parameters. 

First choose which parameters that shall be used and change the columns headings 
according to the selected parameters for both “Parametrar” and “Experimentplan”. Then 
enter the sub steps for each parameter, if only one or two parameters is chosen enter at 
least one value for the left parameters. It is possible to have from 1 to 1000 sub steps for 
each parameter. 

When all the sub steps for each parameter are entered click on the “Skapa 
experimentplan” button and the experimental setup is generated and numbered in the 
columns J, K and L. 


